
50's Kawaii
A  S P R I N G  C O L L E C T I O N

B Y  R O Z U K I ' S  D E S I G N S





Hearts Dress
The Hearts Dress is the epitome of cuteness and form

flattering style. With it's feminine silhouette
featuring an a-line skirt and close sitting waist you

better bet it'll catch attention! Just remember that
not all hearts need to be broken.   



Wiggle Dress 
+ Peplum
The classic silhouette of the Wiggle dress never goes
out of style. Wear it alone or add the removable
Peplum for a silhouette change to wear the dress
again and again! 



Hearts Shirt 
+ Capri Pant

Who doesn't love a great pair of cute Capris
and a Tie-Front Cropped Tee? The two are cute

incarnate and have loads of styling options -
making them both staple pieces in any

wardrobe! Plus the shirt features a functional
heart shaped pocket (because you'll need a

place to stash all the numbers onlookers will be
throwing at you). 



Convertible Playsuit
Inspired by the convertible fashion of the 1950's, the
Convertible playsuit is everything you need to go from
brunch to the beach! The Playsuit and Skirt can be worn
separately or on their own giving you endless styling
options.



Rozuki's Designs is an up and coming brand in the alternative fashion scene. It draws

inspiration from vintage style, Japanese fashion, and the needs of the everyday woman

wanting to express herself and feel her best. It's creator Kellie passionately creates all the

clothing she has longed for but could never find in stores. She also actively participates in

creating vintage and historic clothing as well as cosplay and costumes on a regular basis

to continually stimulate her creativity.

Rozuki's Designs 
By Kellie Thorne


